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The Next Four Years 
Building Our Movements in 
Dangerous Times

With the election of Donald Trump, the peoples' movements and 
the political revolution will face enormous challenges over the next 
four years. We therefore call for a post-election conference to 
identify and capitalize on all opportunities for organizing open to us 
in an increasingly undemocratic, hawkish and xenophobic environ-
ment.  �e Next Four Years: Building our Movements in Dangerous 
Times will help us to frame our issues and our public messaging, to 
forge a common vision, to increase integration of our movements, 
and to build an action plan that will inspire and motivate more and 
more people to get involved.

Bernie Sanders’ campaign ignited hope that we can take back our 
corrupted democracy and transform it into a society based on the 
welfare of all. Many of us were inspired and energized by its agenda 
of fairness and justice.

�e campaign has helped us remember our potential power if we 
mobilize ourselves and encourage others to take part. �e time is 
now for us to think strategically and to continue to expand the 
political revolution. We are now faced with an unprecedented threat 
from the far Right, which has captured the Republican Party, and 
now, the White House, Congress and soon, the Supreme Court.

Our survival demands that seek a society that values life over death 
and that ends runaway economic inequality, racism, climate disaster, 
and violence at home and abroad.

Growing inequality marks every sphere of our nation’s economic and 
social life.  Grinding down our people, it feeds climate catastrophe 
and rampant militarism in the service of hegemony.  It breeds fear, 
unfairness, and pain and falls most heavily on minorities and youth.   

�e global economy, in which the U.S. still plays the dominant role, is 
based on constant expansion and built on fossil fuels.  It generates 
inequality among and between nations.  �e Pentagon’s job is to 
ensure continued US dominance over that economy and to secure the 
fossil fuel economy.   Climate change-induced death and destruction 
looms on a scale beyond anything humanity has ever faced.

Pervasive inequality in the United States today is the major driver of 
unjust pain and unfairness in our society. It is the root cause of our 
hollowed out democracy; climate change; environmental degrada-
tion; rampant militarism, foreign military interventions and wars. 
Racism is exacerbated by economic decline for minorities, especially 
African Americans and Native Americans. African American youth 
are unemployed, jailed and brutalized, often with lethal consequenc-
es. �e recent rash of murders at the hands of police has triggered 
nationwide protests, which we support.

�is economic decline has also strongly impacted large parts of the 
white working class, leading many to support the Bernie Sanders 

campaign, but moving large swaths of others into reactionary 
and dangerous directions. To be successful, we need to address 
these developments.

We applaud the e�orts of movement builders in the Movement 
for Black Lives, in Bernie Sanders’ Our Revolution, Rev. Barber’s 
Moral Revival, and other promising e�orts. We will give special 
importance to engaging young people and others who have been 
inspired by the vision of a political revolution for climate justice, 
good jobs at good pay, criminal justice reform, tuition-free college, 
campaign �nance reform and housing and health care for all.

At this conference, we will make our contribution through the 
following steps:

1) Showcase and better integrate �ve campaigns that are linked, 
and fundamental, to an overall movement that addresses econom-
ic inequality, racial injustice, a society that is on a constant 
war-footing, and environmental degradation of the earth and all 
life. �e �ve broad campaign areas are:

  Healthy Planet/Climate Justice

  Economic Justice: Jobs, Education,   
  Housing

  Social Justice: Racial, Criminal Justice,   
  Immigrant Rights, Health Care

  Peace, Peace Economy, Abolition of   
  Nuclear Weapons

  Strengthening our Democracy, including   
  electoral movement building

2) Continue to develop a Massachusetts based movement 
infrastructure that allows us to act together strategically;

3) Begin creating a bold common agenda that promises work, 
hope, dignity and real security to our families, and the possi-
bility of handing a healthy planet on to our children.
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